
 

Labour Day Celebration 

 

No work is insignificant. All labour that uplifts humanity has dignity and importance 

and should be undertaken with painstaking excellence.” – Martin Luther King Jr. 

 

Labour Day was celebrated in St. Xavier’s School with lot of zeal and enthusiasm on 30th 

of April 2024. It was celebrated to help children understand that the contribution of 

support staff is not overlooked and that they are vital for the functioning of the society. 

The Xaverian family has always been instrumental in acknowledging their efforts and 

their contribution in making the school a better place for learning. 

The school appreciates the invaluable contributions made by the support staff and 

expresses its commitment to continue providing them with the necessary support 

and recognition. 

The event began with a small introduction by the event incharge – Ms. Rajbeer Kaur. 

Thereafter the 6th grade comperes commenced the show with the Almighty’s blessings 

through a prayer. Little dancing queens of grade 6 tapped their toes on a  Hindi song , 

thus welcoming the support staff. Children extended their heartfelt thanks through an 

enactment in which they expressed their gratitude to their didi’s and bhaiya’s who take 

up multiple roles and contribute in smooth functioning of the school. 

Afterwards the support staff members were called on the stage for playing various 

games organized by Ma’am Divya and Ma’am Akanksha.The audience applauded and 

cheered them up. A euphonious melody was presented by the children of grade 

6,7and8. 

The Chief Guests for the day  were Father Cidloy Furtado, Father Vinetto, Ms .Archana 

Rajput and Ms. Pallavi .Father Vinetto was felicitated by the academic coordinator 

Ms.Archna Rajput and Junior wing Co-ordinator Ma’am Pallavi . Thereafter , words of 

wisdom were shared by Father Vinetto who enlightened children to appreciate the tireless 

effortsof didi's and bhaiya's and also motivated them to give respect to them. The 

programme ended with a vote of thanks by the event in charge. 

It was a day of learning and appreciation for the hard work and dedication of our 4th 

class workers. 

 







 


